News at the Center

Sloan’s John Carroll Joins Lean Aerospace Initiative Leadership

John S. Carroll, Professor of Behavioral and Policy Sciences, joined LAI last summer as the Sloan School of Management co-director. Carroll’s research focuses on individual and group decision-making, the relationship between cognition and behavior in organizational contexts, and the processes that link individual, group, and organizational learning.

In other news, Dr. Donna Rhodes joined CTPID/LAI and ESD in June to lead the product development effort in LAI and to contribute to ESD teaching. She holds a PhD in system science and is a past president of the International Council on Systems Engineering. She worked more than 20 years in management and technical leadership positions, primarily in aerospace defense and systems integration, at IBM Federal Systems, Lockheed Martin, and Lucent Technologies.

Geoff Grosbeck, who became LAI’s new communications and marketing director in August, is focusing on renovating the LAI Web site and assembling a corporate communications library.